A new pace for the digital age

United Defense is changing and fast — our skills and capabilities to produce the world’s leading armored track vehicles and shipboard weapons have been vastly expanded. Systems integration, electronics and software development command our attention in pursuit of new technologies for defense. Hybrid electric drive systems and advanced materials will make our products lighter, faster and better able to survive. Setting a new pace... United Defense
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22 Going Back
Relieved Maj. Gen. Donald W. Shepperd, a former Air National Guard director, recently returned to Vietnam, where he flew 247 missions in the war. His trip diary reveals a changed man and a surprising land.

31 Dateline: Kosovo
While the Texas National Guard’s 66th Armored Division calls the shots under the spotlight in Bosnia, three smaller Army Guard units are completing tours with little fanfare across the Balkans in Kosovo. They have spent the year helping to prevent further ethnic fighting in the explosive region’s most troubled land. Here’s a report on each.

34 Vacation Values
Here’s something you may not know: National Guardsmen and their families are eligible to use hundreds of low-cost military lodging facilities, camp sites and other recreation areas around the world. The tough part is deciding where to go and what exactly to pack.

37 Industrial Strength
Nearly 100 companies—ranging from large aircraft and vehicle manufacturers to small consulting firms—are Corporate Associate members of the National Guard Association of the United States. Through this affiliation, they support the association’s goals by providing vital information on the latest defense equipment and technology. The 2000 NGAUS Corporate Associate Product and Services Guide offers contact information on each member—along with a brief company provided description of their wares.
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